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"In language totally fresh and jargon-free, Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche distills the wisdom of
many centuries. Simple as it is profound, his book bears reading many times."—Peter Conradi,
author of Iris Murdoch: A Life and Going BuddhistStrengthening, calming, and stabilizing the
mind is the essential first step in accomplishing nearly any goal. Growing up American with a
Tibetan twist, Sakyong Mipham talks to Westerners as no one can: in idiomatic English with
stories and wisdom from American culture and the great Buddhist teachers. Turning the Mind
Into an Ally makes it possible for anyone to achieve peace and clarity in their lives.

"In language totally fresh and jargon-free, Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche distills the wisdom of
many centuries. Simple as it is profound, his book bears reading many times."—Peter Conradi,
author of Iris Murdoch: A Life"With warmhearted clarity and wise simplicity, Sakyong Mipham
offers some of the best advice you can find for establishing and sustaining a strong, dedicated,
and genuinely transformative meditation experience."—Jack Kornfield, author of A Path with
Heart"Like Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind, this book addresses the complexities, obstacles, and
joys of meditation with a simple and extraordinarly generous voice. It's an amazing guidebook for
a beginner, in the sense that one is always a beginner and that the journey never ends."—Rudy
Wurlitzer, author of Hard Travel to Sacred Places"One of the best of the Buddhism-for-
Westerners genre."—Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorSakyong Mipham Rinpoche is one of
the most highly respected young incarnate lamas of Tibet. He is the head of the Shambhala
lineage and the director of Shambhala International, a worldwide organization of more than two
hundred meditation and retreat centers. He teaches around the world to thousands, both
Western and Asian audiences. He is a husband, father of three daughters, and an avid runner.
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bookandblanket, “One of my favorite books.. I've read about a dozen books on Buddhism now,
and that's all I've done, so that's not nearly enough activity to make me an expert on Buddhism
or meditation or anything else. But this book is so gentle and peaceful, so warmly written, I can't
help but recommend it to anyone who's interested in those topics.I find some books on
Buddhism to be unrealistic for the person I am. I DO care. I AM attached. I DO push for things to
get better, and oftentimes, I get frustrated and angry. But that makes me get up the next day and
try again to push for things to get better. The world needs people like me. So, to think I must
become this glacial person who rises above all of that -- well, it's just not going to happen.Some
books on Buddhism are so esoteric, I can't understand them at all, and I come away feeling I've
been reading air.Some books have so many lists of things (4 of those, 12 of this, 8 of that, 14 of
those ... egad ...) I get stressed out thinking I must remember them all ...But this book is not like
any other book on Buddhism I've read. I almost feel that the author wrote it just for me, that's how
attached I've become to it. This book makes me feel relaxed, peaceful and happy. I always sleep
well if I read this book at bedtime. I feel that this author knows me, and he knows I must live in
the real world, and he knows that all I want is to be able to do my work with compassion and
wisdom, and to learn how to be peaceful at the end of the day.This is just a lovely piece of work. I
feel that if I ever met the author, I would like him.”

D. Buxman, “A Great Introduction to Buddhist Thought and Meditation!. This book and Sakyong
Mipham's more recent "Ruling Your World," are permanent fixtures in my library. Sometimes
Buddhist writings can be difficult to understand or relate to, but this author has a Western
background and is able to communicate ideas in ways that are easy to identify with for people
without a background in Buddhist thought. Our culture and the media encourage "monkey
mind," and it's hard to gain control of inner thought processes in a world that constantly
communicates "Buy More, Do More, Be More." This book offers a means of calming the internal
turmoil and developing your mind to reach its potential. Especially helpful, was the practical
information on meditation, such as how to sit, what posture to assume and when to meditate.
Sometimes authors assume a certain level of sophistication of their readers that is unwarranted
and the discussion starts out on an esoteric level and leaves the reader wondering how to
proceed. If you are new to meditation practice, the materials at the end of the book will answer
your practical questions, while the chapters on calming the mind and developing your meditation
practice will point you in the right direction. I also got a great deal of benefit from the chapters
dealing with the pitfalls and plateaus to expect when developing a practice. I'd give this book 6
stars if I could.”

Tom McGee, “A 10-Star Book! Awesome Writer/Great Teacher!. This book was a pleasure to
read. The message was awesome and the metaphorical teachings are a work of art! This



author transcends Buddhism. He is not trying to sell Buddhism as a religion. He teaches the
readers how to calm the mind chatter to reach a level of abiding peace and to become leaders,
helping others to reach a stage of enlightenment. The goal of all of this is happiness and it deals
with changing ones focus from self-centeredness and seeking bliss from external things to
serving others and learning what is real and what truly brings lasting joy.The author uses a
clever horse analogy throughout the book and brings it all together with an extraordinary and
delightfully skilled culmination. I had to stop and take a deep breath and contemplate on how
much thought went into weaving this teaching and metaphor summarizing the lesson with a
beautiful mind picture in less than two paragraphs.I have read and reviewed many great books
on Mindfulness meditation. This book takes that meditation to another level of Shamatha and
Contemplative meditations for "Turning the Mind Into an Ally," discovering truth, appreciating life
and becoming an example for others to emulate.It is by far worth much more than a 5-star
review!  Buy it now. You will be glad you did!”

Jo, “Mind opening. I love this book and dip into it from time to time, when I need further help with
my meditation practice. Some of the phrases stick with you and resonate. Enjoyable for anyone
on a path, however winding, to self knowledge”

Ebook Library Reader, “Inspiring book from a good store. A good read to inspire you to start
meditating. It's about the reasons and where it will take you, more than techniques. Description
of the condition of the book was accurate.”

Nish, “Practical and meaningful. Practical instructions with giving meaningful contexts to each. It
provides great attitude towards meditation. Contemplation based meditation is my favourite part.”

JGH, “inspiring. An inspiring book full of wisdom, written in a straight forward and easily readable
style.  This book has answered many of my questions about meditation and the mind.”

syl, “Beautiful introduction into meditation.. I've only been meditating for two months and found
this to be a wonderful ally, in and of itself. It's profound yet light. It gives a great framework for
anyone starting meditation.”

The book by L. Jonathan Cohen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 323 people have provided feedback.
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